CHAMPION PROGRAM
WITHIN THE AAMC VIRTUAL COMMUNITIES

Behaviors & Actions Include

• Create new discussion posts (one new post monthly)
  ◦ Including asking questions, sharing videos, resources, etc.
• Respond to new discussion threads and like/recommend posts (biweekly ideally)
• Welcome new members to the network
• Give feedback and suggestions about topics, events, functionality needs within the app on a regular basis
• Invite peers to join the community
• Actively connect with others in the directory
• Complete your bio and upload profile pic
WHY JOIN?

- To help cultivate meaningful interactions
- Connect with peers and help mentor and engage them
- Joining the champion program will give you some perks
  - You'll have VIP access to the champions group, be the first to receive updates and first looks and access to features, events, and more!
- It's YOUR community - you get to help shape and grow it.
- Your perspective and voice matter!
- You already are a champion, now formally be recognized.

"Alone we can do so little, Together we can do so much."
-Helen Keller